
WRITE A BILLION

1,,, (one billion, short scale; one thousand million or milliard, yard, long scale) is the natural number following ,, and
preceding.

Count[ edit ] A is a cube; B consists of cubes the size of cube A, C consists of cubes the size of cube B; and D
consists of cubes the size of cube C. Philip, Manchester England It's only 3 zeros you may think so what has
changed and what is the consequence. We are used to hearing large numbers such as a billion mentioned
frequently on the news often when the budget deficit is mentioned. I have refused to change. We write
numbers with commas separating sets of three zeros so that it's easier to read and understand the value. Many
estimates of population growth from the first half of last century predicted a true billion by the end of this
century - thankfully we are less than even ten thousand million at the moment. By taking away 3 Zeros you
change the universe you inflate it from 0. We guessed that a wotsit needed about half its own size again when
packed together, to allow for the spaces. Here's what the number looks like, including all of its required zeros:
10,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, Do you think that number is big? Do they own and rule the world now? How much is a
billion? It is still widely used today. I'd always thought that the prefixes M illion for 1 B illion for 2 Tr illion
for 3 quadr illion for 4 were the powers to which the basic million is raised. In a written answer to Robin
Maxwell-Hyslop MP, who asked whether official usage would conform to the traditional British meaning of a
million million, Wilson stated: "No. At least other countries are not sheep to the USA. American English
adopted the short scale definition from the French. Fowler merely noted the difference in Modern English
Usage in , but the second edition lamented: It is a pity we [the British] do not conform. Using the 3rd power of
one-thousand is meaningless. I accept that it could still be interpreted in this country as 1 million million and I
shall ask my colleagues to ensure that, if they do use it, there should be no ambiguity as to its meaning. I have
adopted the German number scheme and I must confess I like it. To me this makes logical sense. In the late
17th century a change was made in the way of writing large numbers. Not sure why. You'd need more vans if
the wotsits were bagged, because you'd have to allow space for the packaging. This long scale definition was
similarly applied to trillion, quadrillion and so on. One billion 1,,, is equivalent to 10 Chinese billion. I did a
calculation, converting Pounds Sterling to seconds. Million and Billion: American vs. The short scale and long
scale were described by French mathematician Genevieve Guitel in  It was to avoid this ambiguity that
scientists, technical writers, and others to whom a few zeros more or less might make a difference, came to
avoid the words altogether and refer to a thousand millions or a million millions when the use of numerals was
not appropriate. The word 'billion' is now used internationally to mean 1, million and it would be confusing if
British Ministers were to use it in any other sense. Maybe the current crisis will knock a bit of sense into the
argument because it isnt just money that's affected. Duncan McKenzie, Oakville, Canada. Roy Ivamy,
Portsmouth, Hants. Disagreement makes a mockery of money. George Bush was allegedly informed during
the Iraq war that three Brazilian soldiers had been killed. Why don't they accept what the majority use? A
billion grains of table salt or granulated sugar would occupy a volume of about 2. Maybe if old people were
more flexible young people wouldn't hate them so much. We estimate that you would need at least white vans
to move 1 billion wotsits. A trillion is one million to the power 3, tricycle, triangle, triang - hornby trainset?
How did we work this out? The only thing that I am not so fond of here is using a decimal point for the
thousands marker and a comma for the decimal marker. The googolplex is so large it doesn't have any
meaningful use yet. Lois, Stirling Scotland Some things seem to go round in circles - through our empire, half
the world adopted some of our terms and spelling and now we are adopting American terms!


